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Meal 1�  Cambodian Noodles

For our first meal, my friends and I ate Cambodian Noodles. It is one of the most famous

breakfasts in Cambodia. It is the only breakfast that has the most variety of vegetables. For the one

we ate, it had banana blossom, wing bean, bean sprout, cucumber, cabbage, herbs, long bean, lotus,

and water lily stems mixed with Cambodian noodles style. It was a delicious meal, and we had so

much fun eating it.



Meal 2� Eggplant Bread with Salad
For our second meal, we ate bread with fried eggplants with potato sauce subs with salad.

It’s full of green vegetables, and we love it so much.

Meal 3� Thai Basil Tofu
For our third meal, my friends and I ate Thai Basil Tofu with rice. The recipe and ingredients

are very simple. We can just take tofu, garlic, basil, and ground them together. Then we can squeeze
a little lime on it, and eat it with lettuce. It might not taste good for those who don’t like tofu, but we
friends and I love tofu, so it was another delicious meal of the day.



Reflection:

I don’t think it was easier than I thought to go without animal products for those three meals. After

eating three consecutive plant-based meals, I thought that I would be healthier and stronger. I also

thought that my skin would be clearer and beautiful, but I cannot confirm whether it is true or not.

Honestly, I don’t think my body feels different compared to when I eat animal-based meals. It's just

that it slightly tastes different because the texture of meat and vegetables are not the same. It

somehow affected my taste preferences a little bit, but I don’t think it is a big deal for me. Moreover,

I felt proud of myself that I can eat three consecutive plant-based meals because not many people in

my school, perhaps the world, can do it. Therefore, I think that I am going to continue to enjoy

plant-based meals because I want to balance my nutritions and to eat more vegetables. I don’t think I

will be a full vegetarian because I still want to eat my favorite meat which is beef. Thus, I am going to

start from eating vegetarian lunch everyday and see how I will do. The main reason that I am going

to eat vegetarian lunch everyday is because I want to cut down my meat consumption which will

definitely help to save our planet as well by lowering greenhouse gas emissions, reducing

environmental degradation, and promoting a healthy diet.
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